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We have studied the spin dependent force and the associated momentum space Berry curvature in
an accelerating system. The results are derived by taking into consideration the non relativistic
limit of a generally covariant Dirac equation under the presence of electromagnetic field where the
methodology of Foldy-Wouthuysen transformation is applied to achieve the non relativistic limit.
Spin currents appear due to the combined action of the external electric field, crystal field and the
induced inertial electric field via the total effective spin-orbit interaction. In an accelerating frame,
the crucial role of momentum space Berry curvature in the spin dynamics has also been addressed
from the perspective of spin Hall conductivity. For time dependent acceleration, the expression for
the spin polarization has been derived.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent times, there is a growing attention in the field of spintronics. In this broad area of research, one studies
the quantum transport properties of the electron spins and its application to technology [1–3]. As spin current is non-
conserved quantity, the control and generation of spin current is a challenging task. Since, the theoretical prediction
of the spin Hall effect (SHE) [4], the application of spintronics has seen considerable advancement. This effect is
observed experimentally in semiconductors and metals [5]. SHE is a form of anomalous Hall effect induced by spin.
Here a beam of particles separates in to up and down spin projections in the presence of perpendicular electric field in
analogy to Hall effect where charges are separated in a beam passing through a perpendicular magnetic field. Besides,
the spin orbit interaction opens up the possibility of manipulating electron (or hole) spin in non magnetic materials
by electrical means [6, 7] and as such attracted a lot of interest of theoreticians and experimentalists recently. SHE
occurs due to the spin orbit coupling(SOC) of electron with impurities is known as extrinsic, whereas the intrinsic
SHE is due to SOC in band structure of semiconductor without the presence of disorder, this become an active area
of research [8–14]. However, though the studies on the inertial effect of electrons has a long standing history [15–18]
but the contribution of the spin-orbit interaction (SOI) in accelerating frames has not much been addressed in the
literature. Very recently, there has been an elegant attempt to extend the theory of spin current in the inertial frame
[19]. A theory has been proposed describing the direct coupling of the mechanical rotation and spin current and
predicting the spin current generation arising from rotational motion.[19, 20].
On the other hand, discovery of the Berry phase [21] has shed new light in the understanding of the origin of many
physical phenomena from an intriguing perspective . The Berry phase approach has been successfully adopted to
explain various quantum mechanical/semiclassical aspects of different systems in condensed matter physics [22–27].
In particular, the studies on momentum space Berry phase associated to spin Hall effect [28–31]has become a topic of
great recent interest . One of the avenues to investigate the motion of spins through gauge theories entails the study
of the gauge fields, which naturally couples to the spin. In the field of spintronics, the theories based on the Berry
gauge theories provide a deeper understanding of the physical effects and their origin. In the semi classical equations
of motion, the Berry curvature corrections have broad impacts on transport properties [22]. In momentum space the
Berry gauge connection due to spin-orbit coupling arise in spintronic, optical [32, 33] and graphene systems [34, 35].
In a recent paper [20], the spin dependent inertial force is studied in the absence of external electromagnetic field.
In this context, it would be interesting to study the generation of spin current in an accelerating frame under the
presence of electromagnetic field and explore the conditions for the appearance of momentum space Berry curvature.
In this paper, we study the Inertial Spin Hall effect which refers to the fact that we investigate the conditions of the
spin-dependent inertial forces and spin currents that appear in accelerating frames. In our formulation, we consider
the fundamental Dirac Hamiltonian for a particle in a linearly accelerating frame [18]. As the dynamics of spin
currents is closely related to the spin-orbit interaction (SOI), we consider the low energy limit of the Dirac equation.
The formalism adopted by us is explained in detail in Section II. We have dealt with the idea [20] of interpreting the
effect of linear acceleration on an electron as induced effective electric field in this section. The spin-orbit interaction
resulting from this induced electric field along with electric field due to the spin-orbit interaction generated from the
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2external electromagnetic field produces the spin current in our system. In the subsection II D we follow the physically
intuitive approach of Chudnovsky [36], based on an extension of the Drude model which accounts for the spin and
SOI and derive the spin Hall current and conductivity. The connection of SHE and momentum space Berry curvature
motivated us to explain the physical consequences of the momentum space Berry curvature in the inertial spin Hall
effect, which is the content of Section III. The paper ends with Conclusions in section IV.
II. DIRAC EQUATION IN A LINEARLY ACCELERATING FRAME
A. The Hamiltonian
Let us start by constructing the Dirac equation in a non-inertial frame, following the work of Hehl and Ni[18]. The
essential idea in [18] is to introduce a system of orthonormal tetrad carried by the accelerating observer. This in turn
induces a non-trivial metric and subsequently one rewrites the Dirac equation in the observer’s local frame where
normal derivatives are replaced by covariant derivatives derived from the induced metric. The Dirac Hamiltonian in
an arbitrary non-inertial frame with linear acceleration and rotation for a charged particle having charge e is given
by [18]
H = βmc2 + c
(
~α.(~p− e
~A
c
)
)
+
1
2c
[
(~a.~r)((~p− e
~A
c
).~α) + ((~p− e
~A
c
).~α)(~a.~r)
]
+βm(~a.~r) + eV (~r)− ~Ω.(~L+ ~S) (1)
where ~a and ~Ω are respectively the linear acceleration and rotation frequency of the observer with respect to an
inertial frame. ~L and ~S are respectively the angular momentum (~L = ~r× ~p) and spin of the Dirac particle. ~A denotes
the vector potential. The Dirac matrices β, α and the spin operator Σ for 4-spinor are respectively given by
β =
(
I 0
0 −I
)
, α =
(
0 σ
σ 0
)
, Σ =
~
2
(
σ 0
0 σ
)
(2)
To study the only the effects of linear acceleration on the Dirac electron, we drop the rotation term ~Ω.(~L + ~S) and
consider the Hamiltonian as
H = βmc2 + c
(
~α.(~p− e
~A
c
)
)
+
1
2c
[
(~a.~r)((~p− e
~A
c
).~α) + ((~p− e
~A
c
).~α)(~a.~r)
]
+ βm(~a.~r) + eV (~r) (3)
For further calculations in the low energy limit, one has to apply a series of Foldy-Wouthuysen Transformations
(FWT) [37, 38] on the Hamiltonian (3 ).
B. Foldy Wouthuysen Transformation
The Dirac wave function is a four component spinor with the up and down spin electron and hole components.
Generically the energy gap between the electron and hole is much larger than the energy scales associated with
condensed matter systems. One can achieve this by block diagonalization method of the Dirac Hamiltonian exploiting
FWT [38]. The Hamiltonian (3 ) can be divided into block diagonal and off diagonal parts denoted by  and O,
respectively,
H = βmc2 +O + , (4)
O = c~α.((~p− e
~A
c
) +
1
2c
[
(~a.~r)((~p− e
~A
c
).~α) + ((~p− e
~A
c
).~α)(~a.~r)
]
, (5)
 = βm(~a.~r) + eV (~r). (6)
where β = γ0 and αi = γ0γi. Applying FWT on H yields,
HFW = β
(
mc2 +
O2
2mc2
)
+ − 1
8m2c4
[O, [O, ]] (7)
3The various terms of the Hamiltonian can be calculated [20] as,
O2 = c2
(~p− e ~Ac )2
2m
− ce~~Σ. ~B (8)
[O, ] = −ice~~α.~∇V (~r)− βmic~(~α.~a) (9)
[O, [O, ]] = ec2~(~∇. ~E) + iec2~2~Σ.(~∇× ~E) + 2ec2~~Σ.( ~E × ~p)− βmc2~2(~∇.~a)
−iβmc2~2~Σ.(~∇× ~a)− 2βmc2~~Σ.(~a× ~p) (10)
where we have used the following relation,
(~α. ~A)(~α. ~B) = ~A. ~B + i~Σ.( ~A× ~B). (11)
In the above calculations we have neglected the 1c4 terms and the terms due to red shift effect of kinetic energy.
Adding all these terms the FW transformed Hamiltonian takes the form
HFW = β
(
mc2 +
(~p− e ~Ac )2
2m
)
+ eV (~r) + βm(~a.~r)
− e~
2mc
~Σ. ~B − e~
2
8m2c2
(~∇. ~E)− ie~
2
8m2c2
~Σ.(~∇× ~E)− e~
4m2c2
~Σ.( ~E × ~p)
+
β~2
8mc2
(~∇.~a) + iβ~
2
8mc2
~Σ.(~∇× ~a) + β~
4mc2
~Σ.(~a× ~p) (12)
Let us simplify the Hamiltonian a little bit. As we are dealing with the constant acceleration we can drop the terms
(~∇.~a) and ~Σ.(~∇×~a). Consideration of constant electric field can help us leaving the terms with (~∇× ~E) and (~∇. ~E).
Finally, we land up with the Hamiltonian for the upper component of Dirac spinor as
HFW =
(
mc2 +
(~p− e ~Ac )2
2m
)
+ eV (~r) +m(~a.~r)− e~
2mc
~σ. ~B − e~
4m2c2
~σ.( ~E × ~p) + β~
4mc2
~σ.(~a× ~p) (13)
This FW transformed Hamiltonian gives the dynamics of an electron (or hole with proper sign of e) in the positive
energy part of the full energy spectrum. Here ~σ is the Pauli spin matrix. We make a point here that the inertial effect
of the linear acceleration on electron can be interpreted as an induced effective electric field ~E~a [20] such that
~E~a =
m
e
~a. (14)
Introduction of this effective electric field ~E~a generates an inertial SOI term apart from the SOI term arising due to
the external electric field (forth term in the right hand side of (13)). The third term and the last term in the R.H.S of
the Hamiltonian (13), explains the inertial effect due to the linear acceleration of the system. Hamiltonian (13) thus
can be rewritten in terms of ~E~a and potential V~a = − ~E~a.~r as
HFW =
(
mc2 +
(~p− e ~Ac )2
2m
)
+ eV (~r)− e~
2mc
~σ. ~B − eV~a(~r)− e~
4m2c2
~σ.( ~E × ~p) + e~
4m2c2
~σ.(E~a × ~p). (15)
We are now in a position to explain the underlying physics of the individual terms of the right hand side of the
Hamiltonian (15). The first two terms describe the relativistic mass increase, whereas the third term is the electrostatic
energy and the fourth term is a magnetic dipole energy which induces Zeeman effect. The term e~4m2c2~σ.(
~E × ~p) is
the spin-orbit interaction term. The fifth term and the last term arises due to linear acceleration in the system.
It is noteworthy that the induced electric field due to acceleration produces another spin orbit interaction term as
e~
4m2c2
~σ.( ~E~a × ~p). The total spin-orbit interactions
e~
4m2c2
~σ.
(
( ~E − ~E~a)× ~p
)
, (16)
play an effective role for our further calculations.
4C. Equations of motion and spin current
Collecting the dynamical terms and the terms due to spin orbit interaction, the final Hamiltonian for the positive
energy solution of spin 12 electron can now be read as
HFW =
~p2
2m
+ eV (~r)− eVa(~r)− e~
4m2c2
~σ.( ~E × ~p) + e~
4m2c2
~σ.( ~E~a × ~p) (17)
To evaluate the semiclassical equation of motion we use the quantum mechanical analogue of force operator ~F ,
defined as
~F =
1
i~
[
m~˙r,HFW
]
+m
∂~˙r
∂t
, (18)
with ~˙r = 1i~ [~r,HFW ]. Thus we have
~˙r =
~p
m
− e~
4m2c2
(
~σ × ~E)
)
+
e~
4m2c2
(~σ × ~Ea) (19)
Finally, the force have the following form,
~F = m~¨r = −e~∇V (~r) + e~∇Va(~r) + e~
4mc2
~˙r × ~∇×
(
~σ × ~E
)
− e~
4mc2
~˙r × ~∇× (~σ × ~Ea) (20)
or,
~F = −e~∇ (V (~r)− V~a(~r))− ~˙r × ~∇×
(
e~
4mc2
(~σ × ~∇V (~r)) + e~
4mc2
(~σ × ~E~a)
)
(21)
It is worth mentioning here that this spin dependent effective Lorentz force noted in eqn.(21), is responsible for the
transport of the electrons in the system, and hence responsible for the spin Hall effect of this inertial system. From
the expression of ~˙r in (19) we can write the linear velocity in linearly accelerating frame
~˙r =
~p
m
+ ~v~σ, ~a (22)
where
~v~σ, ~a =
e~
4m2c2
~σ ×
[
~∇V (~r)− ~∇V~a(~r)
]
= − e~
4m2c2
~σ × ~Etot (23)
is the effective spin dependent velocity with
~Etot = −
[
~∇V (~r)− ~∇V~a(~r)
]
(24)
being the total effective electric field present in the system. One should note here that the velocity term in (23) is
dependent on the potential ~∇V (~r) and ~∇V~a(~r). Thus the inertial effect on linear acceleration produces the anomalous
velocity term which in turn may yield the spin Hall effect.
The polarized spin current due to the total effective electric field ~Etot is thus given by
jis = e n Trσi~v~σ, ~a. (25)
Thus the ith component of the spin current is given by
|jis| =
n e2~
2m2c2
(~S × ~Etot)i (26)
where ~S is the spin vector. This result is consistent with the result given in [20], where the authors have considered
the induced electric field due to acceleration, but the system is not in the presence of any external electromagnetic
field. With a careful observation of the force equation one can put further analysis on different components of the
total current produced in an accelerating system by adopting the averaging methodology followed in [36].
5D. Spin Hall conductivities
The next job is to evaluate the explicit expression for the spin Hall conductivity in an accelerated system. To
proceed in this direction we start from equation(20) as
~F = ~F0 + ~F~σ (27)
where ~F0 is the spin independent part of the force and ~F~σ is the spin dependent part of the total spin force. The
explicit forms of the above mentioned terms are
~F0 = −e~∇V (~r) + e~∇V~a(r) = −e~∇Vtot, (28)
~F~σ = − e~
4mc2
~˙r × (~∇× (~σ × ~∇V (~r)) + e~
4mc2
~˙r × (~∇× (~σ × ~∇Va)) (29)
Here we have neglected 1/c4 terms. One can write the total Lorentz force as
~F0 + ~F~σ = e ~Etot +
e
c
(~˙r × ~B(~σ)), (30)
where the spin Lorentz force is
~F~σ =
e
c
(~˙r × ~B(~σ)). (31)
This spin dependent Lorentz force is responsible for the spin current produced in the system. ~B(~σ), the effective
magnetic field appearing in the spin space can be read as
~B(~σ) = ~∇× ~A(~σ) (32)
where the forms of the vector potentials are explicitly given by
~A(~σ) = − ~
4mc
(~σ × ~∇V (~r)) + ~
4mc
(~σ × ~∇V~a(~r)) (33)
Finally, the Hamiltonian (17) can be written as
HFW =
1
2m
(~p− e
c
~A(~σ))2 + eVtot(~r) (34)
where Vtot(~r) = V (~r)− V~a(~r). Let us remind here that the space dependent potential V (~r) is the sum of the external
electric potential V0(~r) and the lattice electric potential Vl(~r). From eqn. (21), it is observed that the contribution
from ~F (~σ) in comparison to ~F0 is very small. We treat this as a perturbation [36] in the next part of our calculation.
Breaking into different parts, the solution of equation (20) can be written as ~˙r = ~˙r0 + ~˙r~σ. If the relaxation time τ is
independent of ~σ and for the constant total electric field ~Etot, following [36] we can write,
〈~˙r0〉 = − τ
m
〈
∂Vtot
∂r
〉
=
eτ
m
~Eeff , (35)
where we denote ~Eeff = −e~∇ (V0(~r)− V~a(~r)) .
〈
~˙r(~σ)
〉
= − ~e
2τ2
4m3c2
~Eeff ×
〈
∂
∂r
× (~σ × ∂Vl
∂r
)
〉
+
~τ2e2
4m3c2
~Eeff ×
〈
∂
∂r
× (~σ × ∂V~a
∂r
)
〉
(36)
In the above expression of
〈
~˙r(~σ)
〉
, a term is present which represents the volume average of electrostatic potential
∂i∂jVl(r). For a cubic lattice, the only contribution permitted by symmetry is〈
∂2Vl
∂ri∂rj
〉
= µδij , (37)
6where µ is a constant [36] depending on the system. Thus we have,〈
~˙r(~σ)
〉
=
~e2τ2µ
4m3c2
(~σ × ~Eeff ). (38)
One may note that the second term in the right hand side of (36) vanishes for constant acceleration and so contribution
from that term is zero in (38). Interestingly, effect of this term will contribute when the system is under non linear
acceleration but that case is not studied here.
To calculate the spin current we now introduce the spin polarization vector ~λ = 〈~σ〉. The density matrix of the
charge carriers in spin space can be written as
ρ s =
1
2
ρ(1 + ~λ.~σ) (39)
where ρ is the total charge concentration. Using eqn (39) and the eqns(35), (38) the total spin current can be derived
as
~j = e
〈
ρs~˙r
〉
= ~jo,~a +~js,~a(~σ) (40)
The charge component of this current in our accelerated system is
~jo,~a =
e2τρ
m
~E0 − e
2τρ
m
~E~a
=
e2τρ
m
( ~E0 − ~E~a) (41)
whereas the spin component of the current in the accelerated system is given by
~js,~a(~σ) =
(
~e3τ2ρµ
2m3c2
)
(~λ× ~E0)−
(
~e3τ2ρµ
2m3c2
)
(~λ× ~E~a)
=
(
~e3τ2ρµ
2m3c2
)(
~λ× ( ~E0 − ~E~a)
)
(42)
The effect of constant linear acceleration is observed in the expressions of charge and spin current in eqns.(41) and
(42). We know that ~E~a =
m~a
e , so in the absence of acceleration
~E~a the expression for the spin current is consistent
with that obtained in [36]. One more important conclusion can be drawn from the above expression of currents ~jo,~a
and ~js,~a(~σ): there exists a critical value of ~ac, below which we get total current in the same direction as ~E0, whereas
for larger value of ~a the current flows in the opposite direction of ~E0. The critical value of ~ac can be tuned as
~ac =
e
m
~E0. (43)
At this critical value of acceleration, which is practically a very large value, the total current of the system becomes
zero. As an example if E0 = (0, 0, Ez), ac =
e
mEz ∼ O(1011), which happens to be a very large value.
From the expressions of the currents (41), (42), the corresponding Hall conductivities in an linearly accelerating
frame turns out to be
σ~aH =
e2τρ
m
σs,~aH =
~e3τ2ρµ
2m3c2
(44)
One can find out the ratio of charge and spin Hall conductivity from (44),
σs,~aH
σ~aH
=
~eτµ
2m2c2
. (45)
As expected this ratio is the same as observed in a non accelerating system [36], i.e. the acceleration of the system
does not affect the ratio of spin to charge conductivity. The ratio (45) only depends on the metal used.
As an example if we consider an Al strip (which is a cubic lattice) of 25 nm thickness, ~E0 = (0, 0, Ez) and ~a = (0, 0, az),
the expression for the spin current can be written as
js,~ax (~σ) = (2.7± 0.6)× 103 (λy(Ez − E~a,z)) , (46)
js,~ay (~σ) = −(2.7± 0.6)× 103 (λx(Ez − E~a,z)) , (47)
where the conductivity is evaluated in the unit of Ω−1m−1.
7III. INERTIAL SPIN HALL EFFECT AND BERRY CURVATURE
The fact, that in a generic spin-orbit system there is a close connection of spin Hall conductivity and momentum
space Berry curvature [39] inspired us to study the Berry gauge and Berry curvature associated with our inertial
spin-orbit Hamiltonian. The inertial spin-orbit Hamiltonian of the accelerated system is used to understand the
underlying physics of the carrier dynamics of this system in the presence of Berry’s curvature in momentum space. In
this section we consider the Dirac Hamiltonian in a linearly accelerating frame without the electromagnetic field as
derived in [18]. Neglecting the rest mass energy and the red-shift effect of the kinetic energy, in the low energy limit
the Hamiltonian in a linearly accelerating frame is given by [18],
H =
~p2
2m
+m~a.~r +
~
4mc2
~σ.(~a× ~p) (48)
In terms of the induced effective field ~E~a and the corresponding induced potential V~a the spin-orbit Hamiltonian
is obtained as
H =
~2~k2
2m
+ V~a(~r)− e~
2
4m2c2
~σ.(~k × ~E~a)), (49)
where ~p = ~~k is the momentum, m is the electrons mass.
A. Momentum space Berry curvature in an accelerated frame
The inertial effects of linear acceleration on the spin-orbit interaction can now be analyzed by the same framework
as the standard Hamiltonian with SOI. The special relativity arguments can qualitatively explain the effect of SOI.
For electrons moving through a lattice, the electric field ~E is Lorentz transformed to an effective magnetic field
(~k × ~E) ≈ ~B(~k) in the rest frame of the electron. Thus from (49) in a linearly accelerating system we can write
H =
~2~k2
2m
+ V~a(~r)− γ~σ. ~B~a(~k), (50)
where γ is the coupling strength and the subscript ~a in ~B~a reminds us of the accelerated frame.
For each value of ~k, the spin degeneracy of electrons split into two subbands |±〉. The energy eigenvalues of these
states are given by
± =
~2~k2
2m
+ V~a(~r)± γ| ~B~a(~k)|. (51)
In (51), +(−) denotes the energy value when electron spin is in opposite (same) direction with ~B~a(~k), for each ~k.
One can now find the Berry curvature utilizing the method of local unitary transformations. At every point in the ~k
space, the spin axis may be locked along the effective magnetic field direction through a local unitary transformation.
In laboratory frame the magnetic field axis rotates as one moves from one point to other. A local transformation may
rotate the frame in such a way that the spin axis(along z axis) points along the unit vector na(~k), where
na(~k) =
~B~a(~k)
| ~B~a(~k)|
. (52)
Here again the subscript ’~a’ reminds us of the accelerated frame. To rotate the laboratory frame let us choose a
unitary matrix U = U(~k), which satisfies
U(~k)(~σ.~n)U+(~k) = σz. (53)
The unitary matrix U = U(~k), rotates the reference spin axis along ~B~a(~k). The transformed Hamiltonian is
H = U(~k)HU†(~k) =
~2~k2
2m
− γσz| ~B~a(~k)|+ U(~k)V~a(~r)U†(~k) (54)
8The potential term transforms nontrivially as U depends on ~k and the ~k space derivatives are given as ~r = i∂k. It is
noteworthy that in our formulation
U(~k)V~a(~r)U
†(~k) = e ~E~a.
(
i∇k + iU∇kU†
)
, (55)
where the electric potential due to the accelerating frame is
V~a(~r) = e ~E~a.~r. (56)
Under the local transformation U(~k), the position operator transforms into a covariant form as ~r → ~r − A(~k) where
A(~k) = −iU(k)∇kU†(k) is a 2× 2 gauge field in momentum space.
For the adiabatic transport, we can neglect the mixing of the bands |+〉 and |−〉, and applying an Abelian approx-
imation we can write the momentum space Berry gauge field associated with this accelerating frame as
Aad± (~k) = ±
1
2
(1− cosθ(~k))∇kφ(~k) (57)
where ± is for two bands and (θ, φ) are the ~k dependent spherical angles parameterizing the direction of ~B~a(~k) i.e
cosθ = Bz(
~k)
| ~B(~k)| and tanφ =
By(~k)
~Bx(~k)
.
The corresponding Berry curvature in the momentum space can then be written as
Ωk(~k) = ∂kiA
ad
kj (
~k)− ∂kjAadki (~k) (58)
which accounts for the real physical effect. Following the analogous situation of the real space Berry curvature one
can write [40]
Ωk(~k,±) = ±1
2
~na(~k).
(
∂~na(~k)
∂ki
× ∂~na(
~k)
∂kj
)
(59)
Ω(~k) represents an effective magnetic field in the momentum space and is responsible for the orbital motion of
carriers [43]. The exact configuration of ~B(~k) shows the explicit nature of the curvature Ωk(~k). For a particular
choice ~a = (0, 0, az), ~E~a = (0, 0, ~Ez), we can write ~Ba(~k) = (azky,−azkx). From (50), the SOC Hamiltonian for this
accelerating frame can be written as
H =
~2~k2
2m
+ α(kxσy − kyσx), (60)
where α contains the effect of az. In the expression (60), the coefficient α and the form of spin-orbit coupling are the
same as Rashba coupling [41]. However, in the usual Rashba coupling, structural inversion asymmetry is responsible
for the generation of internal field, whereas in our formulation, the electric field is induced due to the inertial effect
of acceleration. In the accelerated frame, the effective magnetic field is directed along θ = pi2 and φ = tan
−1(−kxky ) in
momentum space. With this choice, from (57) we find the Berry gauge connection as,
Aad± (~k) = ±
(
1
2k2
)
(−ky, kx, 0). (61)
This gives a trivial result, as the Berry curvature is zero at all points in ~k space except at ~k = 0. The explicit form of
the Berry curvature is
Ω(~k,±) =
(
0, 0,±piδ2(~k)
)
, (62)
which may be interpreted as an effective magnetic field in the system. The expression shows if the spin Lorentz force
is present it will be active only in the z− direction and the out-of-plane transverse spin current cannot be explained
[40] in this case with constant acceleration. For a complete explanation of this out of plane spin polarization which
is an important aspect of spin Hall effect, we take resort to the case of time dependent acceleration.
9B. Momentum space Berry curvature for time dependent accelerated system
In this subsection, we deal with the spin-orbit Hamiltonian with a time dependent acceleration ~a(t). As an example
of time dependent acceleration we consider [20]
~a = uw2aexp(iw~at)~ex, (63)
where acceleration is induced by the harmonic oscillation with frequency w~a and amplitude u. In this case, due to the
time dependence of the acceleration ~a, the induced effective electric field ~E~a is time dependent with an expression
~E~a =
muw2a
e
exp(iw~at)~ex. (64)
As in the earlier situation with constant acceleration, we can write the time dependent Hamiltonian (50) as
H(t) =
~2~k2
2m
+ V~a(~r, t)− γ~σ. ~Ba(~k(t)). (65)
Due to the acceleration of the carriers, time dependence of the spin orbit Hamiltonian will generate an additional
component [40] of the effective magnetic field ~B⊥ = (~˙n~a × ~n~a), in addition to the effective magnetic field ~Ba(~k).
Here ~n~a = p
−1(py,−px, 0), is the unit vector along ~Ba(~k). This additional component basically explains the out of
plane spin polarization. Let the effective electric field due to acceleration be generated in the x direction such that
~E~a = E~a,xxˆ and ~˙na = p
−1(0, e ~E~a,x, 0). As ~B~a(~k) is in the x-y plane, the term ~B⊥ completely represents an effective
out of plane magnetic field component along z direction. The classical spin vector in the z direction can be expressed
in terms of the total magnetic field ~BΣ, a sum total of ~B~a(~k) and ~B⊥, as
sz = ± 1| ~BΣ|
~
2
(~˙n~a × ~n~a).zˆ. (66)
where ± represents the spin aligned parallel (antiparallel) to ~BΣ. In the adiabatic condition, ~B~a(~k)  ~B⊥ i.e the
electrons are mostly aligned along ~B~a(~k) with a small portion of them being aligned along ~B⊥ [40]. In the adiabatic
limit, ~BΣ approaches ~B~a(~k) and the out of plane spin polarization can be derived as
sz ≈ ± 1| ~B~a(~k)|
~
2
(~˙n~a × ~n~a).zˆ (67)
= ± ~
2
2αp
~
2
(
− 1
p2
eEa,xpy
)
(68)
= ∓e~
3pyEa,x
4αp3
. (69)
Replacing the value of Ea,x from (64) in (67), we obtain
sz = ∓~
3pymuw
2
a
4αp3
exp(iw~at). (70)
which gives the absolute value of sz as
|sz| = ∓~
3pymuw
2
a
4αp3
. (71)
We plot the variation of sz with ω~a and
py
p3 keeping the amplitude u fixed at 10nm in the left panel of Fig. 1. In
the right panel we plot the variation of sz with u and
py
p3 keeping the frequency ω~a fixed at 10GHz. In the figure the
constant A = 4αm~3 .
Another important feature of the spin transport, the spin dependent velocity of this time dependent accelerating
system can now be addressed. Considering the Hamiltonian (65), the velocity along the i-th direction can be derived
using the standard method as
vi =
1
i~
[ri, H] =
pi
m
− γ ∂
~Ba(~k(t))
∂pi
.~σ (72)
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FIG. 1: (Colour online) Left: Variation of |sz| with ωa and pyp3 for u = 10 nm. Right: Variation of |sz| with u and
py
p3
for
ωa = 10 GHz.
In this expression, the first term gives the kinetic velocity which is not of our interest. We focus only on the second
term. We write ~Ba(~k(t)) = | ~Ba(~k)|~na(~k(t)), such that the important part of the second term in (72) can be written
as
∂ ~Ba(~k(t))
∂pi
=
∂| ~Ba(~k)|
∂pi
~na + | ~Ba(~k)|∂~na
∂pi
(73)
As a result of the time dependence of the acceleration, the spin experiences an extra magnetic field ~B⊥[40] such that
the system is associated with a total magnetic field ~BΣ. The spin vector σ can be written as σ =
~BΣ
| ~BΣ| . Putting (73)
in (72) and assuming the adiabatic limit | ~Ba(~k)|  ~B⊥, we yield
vi = −γ ∂|
~Ba(~k)|
∂pi
− ~
2
(~˙na × ~na).∂~na
∂pi
. (74)
Writing ~˙na = k˙j
∂~na
∂kj
in (74) and rearranging the terms, we obtain the spin dependent velocity as
vi = −γ ∂|
~Ba(~k)|
∂pi
−
~˙kj
2
(
∂~na
∂ki
× ∂~na
∂kj
).~na. (75)
The first term in the r.h.s of eqn. (75) gives the velocity component due to inhomogeneity in ~Ba(~k). The second
term gives the anomalous part [42] of the spin dependent velocity of electron which is related to the momentum space
Berry curvature. Noting the relation (59), the expression for the anomalous part of the spin dependent velocity in a
linearly accelerated frame can be written as
vanoi = −ijkk˙jΩk(~k), (76)
which can be compared with the classic result of Sundaram and Niu [43]. In presence of Ω(~k) the equation of ~˙r for a
wave packet is [43]
~˙r =
1
~
∂s
∂~k
− ~˙k × Ω(~k). (77)
The anomalous velocity proportional to the Berry curvature is of great physical significance in the context of spin
Hall effect. The anomalous part of the velocity actually represents the spin Lorentz force and is responsible for the
spin Hall effect. In our formulation, the anomalous part of the velocity arises because of the presence of ~B⊥ which is
effective due to the time dependent acceleration in the system. Surely, this Berry curvature in the momentum space
is related to a Berry gauge field A0(t) and this time dependent gauge field completes the explanation of SHE.
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IV. CONCLUSION
In this paper we have studied theoretically the generation of spin current from the covariant Dirac equation in a
linearly accelerating system in the presence of electromagnetic fields . We have derived the expressions for the inertial
spin current and conductivity. The effect of acceleration is explicit in both the expressions for the charge and spin
component of the current whereas in the expressions for the conductivity the effect of acceleration is not manifested.
For a constant external electric field, the spin current is found to vanish for a particular value of acceleration ac.
We also discuss the characteristic features of the momentum space Berry curvature from the perspective of spin
Hall effect for both the cases of time independent and time dependent acceleration. This in turn shows the effect
of acceleration on the the time independent and time dependent effective magnetic fields present in the system.
In particular, for time dependent acceleration, the expression for the spin polarization has been derived. We also
demonstrate the existence of an anomalous term present in the expression of the spin dependent velocity which
represents a spin Lorentz force like term in the momentum space.
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